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Port Yard Storage Optimization
Ping Chen, Zhaohui Fu, Student Member, IEEE, Andrew Lim, Senior Member, IEEE, and Brian Rodrigues
Abstract—The port yard storage optimization problem
(PYSOP) originates from space allocation needs at the Port
of Singapore. Space allocated to cargo is to be minimized in a
designated yard within a time interval. The problem is akin to a
packing problem in space and time, but where shapes packed and
constraints are particular to port operations. Further, space re-
quests can change within the time interval in which it is requested.
This basic problem is generic to port operations and may find
applications elsewhere. The PYSOP is NP-hard, but we propose a
number of metaheuristics. Extensive experiments were conducted
and good results obtained.
Note to Practitioners—The Port of Singapore is one of the
busisest ports in the world where competing pressures for land
use and competition from other regional and international ports
force port planners to make best use of available land. Factors that
impact storage capacity include stacking heights, net storage area
available, storage density (containers per acre), dwell times for
empty containers and breakbulk cargo. In studying its operations
to find better ways to utilize storage space within the dynamic
environment of the port, we narrowed storage problems down and
focused on the central allocation process in storage-operations
improvement which would allow for better utilization of space.
In this process, requests are made from an operations unit which
coordinates ship berthing and ship-to-apron loading as well as
apron-to-yard transportation. Each request is for a set of spaces
within a yard required in a single time interval. If any space is
allocated to the request, this space cannot be freed (released) until
the request is completed, that is, until the end time point of the
time interval. The problem is akin to a packing problem in space
and time, but where shapes packed and constraints are particular
to port operations. Further, space requests can change within
the time interval in which it is requested. This basic problem is
generic to port operations and may find applications elsewhere.
The PYSOP is NP-hard for which we propose a number of
metaheuristics. Extensive experiments were conducted and good
results obtained.
Index Terms—Automation, packing, port logistics, scheduling.
I. INTRODUCTION
STORAGE is an important constraining factor in logisticsmanagement for many ports. Factors that impact terminal
storage capacity include stacking heights, net storage area
available, storage density (containers per acre), dwell times for
empty containers, and breakbulk cargo. The Port of Singapore,
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which is one of the world’s largest in terms of shipping tonnage
handled, faces space constraints in a unique way as it is located
on a small island. The competing pressures for land use and
competition from other regional and international ports forces
port planners to make best use of available land. As such,
the optimization of storage of cargo in its available yards is
crucial to its operations and commercial viability. In studying
its operations to find better ways to utilize storage space within
the dynamic environment of the port, we narrowed storage
problems down and focused on the central allocation process
in storage-operations improvement, which would allow for
better utilization of space. In this process, requests are made
from an operations unit which coordinates ship berthing and
ship-to-apron loading as well as apron-to-yard transportation.
Each request is for a set of spaces within a yard required in a
single time interval. If any space is allocated to the request, this
space cannot be freed (released) until the request is completed,
that is, until the end time point of the time interval. A variant of
this situation is when space requirements are allowed change
during the time interval of any given request. This may arise
from changes in the other components of the storage process
and is part of the dynamic backdrop of port operations. The
final objective is to pack all such requests into a yard space of
minimum area within the given constraints.
We propose a model for basic port storage optimization
which represents a generic problem we expect will be useful
to other port managements. Sabria and Daganzo [1] have given
a bibliography on port operations studies with the focus on
berthing and cargo-handling systems. On the other hand, traffic
and vehicle-flow scheduling on landside up to yard points have
been studied well (see, for example, Bish et al. [2]). Other than
studies such as Gambardella et al. [3], which address spatial
allocation of containers on a terminal yard using simulation
techniques, there has been little direct study on yard space
allocation as described in this paper. Further, although related
to packing optimization—in particular two-dimensional (2-D)
packing—the port yard storage optimization problem (PYSOP)
is different from these. It has, for example, a nondecreasing
space request constraint and the degree of freedom allowed
for objects to be moved into positions differs from packing
routines.
We describe the basic model in Section II and provide
a transformation of it into a graph problem in Section III.
Metaheuristics are used to obtain solutions for the problem:
tabu search (TS) in Section V; simulated annealing (SA)
in Section VI; and squeaky wheel optimization (SWO) in
Section VII. In Section VIII, genetic algorithms (GAs) with
various crossover operators are introduced, and in Section IX
we provide results of experiments. We conclude this work in
Section X.
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Fig. 1. Valid request R .
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
The objective in the PYSOP is to minimize the utilized yard
space while satisfying space requirements. The problem can be
described as follows.
Let be a set of yard space requests (as described above),
and let represent the yard or a section of it. Each request
, comprises a series of space requirements,
, each of length , for , where the latter
time interval is defined by the request .
A mapping is chosen such that, for each ,
for some position , which satisfies the constraints: For
all such that , and
. These constraints provide for the
fact that space requests are nondecreasing in time since we will
assume that requests for space over the time window considered
are for loading of cargo into the yard or a section of it. This is the
case in this study where the yard or section of it is designated to
hold all cargo bound for a certain ship(s). Within this time, no
cargo is taken out of the designated area. The function maps
requests to positions in the yard and acts as a selection function.
The objective is then to minimize
over all possible mappings . With this objective and con-
straints, all requests received are accommodated within a
minimum amount of yard space.
Example: We provide a simple example to illustrate the
problem. Fig. 1 shows a layout with only one valid request,
say . The yard is treated as an infinite straight line. Time
is taken to be a discrete variable with a minimum unit of
1 and has six space requirements within the time interval
. The final position for and
are and , respectively. The corre-
sponding output for is then (5, 5, 4, 3, 3, 3), where we note
that both constraints are satisfied since and
. Here, the objective maximum
is achieved at , with a value of .
We refer to such requests as “stair-like shape” (SLS) requests
throughout this study. Fig. 2 shows five such valid requests
where the minimum yard space required is 13. Although the
packing in Fig. 3 appears compact, all allocations shown are
Fig. 2. Five valid requests.
Fig. 3. Five invalid requests.
Fig. 4. Graph transformation of Fig. 2.
invalid since the nondecreasing requests constraint prescribed
for the problem is violated.
Theorem 1: The PYSOP is NP-hard.
The ship berthing problem (SBP) given in [4] is similar to the
PYSOP except that all requests are of rectangular shape rather
than the more general SLS here. Reference [5] provided a proof
that the SBP is NP-hard (in the strong sense) by reducing the set
partitioning problem to the SBP. Since the SBP is a special case
of PYSOP when we do not consider end-berth and inter-ship
clearances, the PYSOP is also NP-hard (in the strong sense). In
fact, in [4], both the end-berth and inter-ship clearance are taken
as part of the ship in the proof that the SBP is NP-hard.
III. GRAPH TRANSFORMATION
Fig. 2 illustrates a problem geometrically. In our solution ap-
proach, we first transform this layout into a graph which results
in Fig. 4. Each request is represented by a vertex and there
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exists an edge connecting and if and have
an overlap in time. The direction of the edge determines the
relative position of the two requests in the yard itself. Using
Fig. 2 again as an example: both and require space at
time 3–6 and hence, in Fig. 4, there is an edge connecting
with . Since is located above , the direction of the edge
is from toward . We call this directed edge . Clearly,
the transformed graph is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) where
each vertex can be assigned an acyclic label (AL) ,
and where, for each directed edge .
We note here that each AL has a unique
value.
Lemma: For each feasible layout in a yard, there exists at
least one corresponding AL assignment of the vertices in the
graph representation.
Proof: A simple constructive proof is provided. Given any
feasible layout .
ASSIGN-AYCLIC-LABELS (L)
1 C := 0
2 while L is not empty
3 pick one “free” SLS F
4 remove F from L
5 AL(F ) := C
6 C := C + 1
A “free” SLS is the one with no other SLS above it so that
there is no obstacle blocking it from being popped out through
the top of the layout. Again, consider Fig. 2 as example. In the
first iteration of the loop and are the only two “free”
SLSs. If we assign , in the second iteration will
become another “free” SLS. The process continues until there
are no more SLSs left in .
We note that an AL assignment is a partial ordering and each
physical layout can correspond to more than one AL assign-
ment. For example,
and are two possible AL
assignments of the same layout.
The presence of alternative optima can help in heuristic
search since it increases the possibility of finding a good
solution. However, this one-to-many relationship between
physical layout and AL assignments in the graph representation
can cause difficulty in heuristic search. Two different AL
assignments corresponding to the same physical layout are not
alternative optima since they are in fact identical and correspond
to the same optimum. Our heuristic methods tend to identify
good patterns which can potentially lead to better solutions
while exploring the search space. Different looking solutions,
which correspond to the same physical layout, will make it
difficult for such a heuristic to locate the correct patterns.
For example, if we perform a crossover operation—in a GA
approach discussed later—on two different AL assignments
that correspond to the same physical layout, the correct patterns
can become distorted. Here, by removing such ambiguities in
solution representation, we do not eliminate alternative optima.
Such difficulties are avoided by normalizing AL assignments.
When there is more than one SLS to be popped out, we break
Fig. 5. Before dropping: R is ceiling aligned.
the tie by selecting the SLS with the smallest label. A topolog-
ical sort with this tie breaker will provide each layout with a
unique AL assignment. We take it here that our solutions are
represented by their normalized and unique AL assignments.
Since each physical layout now has a unique AL assignment,
the optimal layout will have an optimal AL assignment and our
goal is to find such an optimal AL assignment. A major oper-
ation—the evaluation of a given AL assignment—turns out to
be a difficult process. In SBP [4], [6], [7], a longest path algo-
rithm on a DAG was employed to find a minimum berth length.
However, the PYSOP deals with SLSs whose relative position
and distance cannot be calculated in a straight-forward way, un-
like the case for rectangles. We resort to the use of a recursive
procedure to find the minimum yard needed for a given AL as-
signment , which is given in the following:
1) EVALUATE-SOLUTION (A)
2) while there exists unallocated SLSs
3) pick SLS S with largest AL
4) Drop (S; Send; 0)fSendis the last time slot used byg
5) for each time Ti
6) if Ti > L
7) L := Ti
8) return L
Drop (S; t; l)fl is the lowest position S can drop tog
1) L := lowest position to drop all stairs(time t0)
2) if L < l
3) L = l
4) for all stair s after t0   1
5) drop s to position L
6) Drop (S; t0   1; L)
The recursive DROP function above uses a greedy technique
to drop a given SLS to a position which is as low as possible.
Figs. 5–7 illustrate this: has seven space requirements
starting from time 5 until time 11 and is first initialized to be
aligned to the ceiling before the process starts (Fig. 5). From
time 5 to time 11, we find the maximum distance that each
“stair” can be dropped, without exceeding a lower bound of 0
where the minimum among all the maximum possible drops is
used. In this case, the minimum distance of 1 is given at time
10 and hence every stair is shifted down by 1 (Fig. 6). Because
of the initial ceiling alignment, no further shifting downwards
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Fig. 6. Each stair of R drops by 1. Stairs at time 10 and 11 are in their final
positions. Those stairs which can drop further are in a dark color surrounded by
a rectangle.
Fig. 7. Final layout.
is required for all stairs at time 10 (inclusive) onwards. Note
that the surface was touched at time 10.
Stairs from times 5 to 9, which are surrounded by a rectangle
in Fig. 6, can be dropped further and will be recursively dropped
but now with a lower bound of 3, which is the height of the
previously touched surface. The dropping process is completed
after recursions at times 8, 7, and 6 and the final layout is shown
in Fig. 7. Note the worst case time complexity for DROP is ,
where is the number of requests and is the average time span
for all requests.
Lemma 2: For a given AL assignment, the greedy drop pro-
cedure always gives a layout which uses minimum yard space.
Proof: Compare the solution obtained by the greedy
drop approach with any arbitrary optimal solution and the
following algorithm:
1) COMPACT (A;G;O))
2) let L := set of SLSs;
3) while L is not empty
4) pick SLS S with largest AL
5) for (i = Sbegin; i  Send; i++) fLoop through the
time slots used by Sg
6) let Gs := position of Si in G
7) let Os := position of Si in O
8) if Os > Gs
9) Os := Gs
The algorithm COMPACT transforms any optimal solution
into a solution that can be obtained by the greedy approach
without an increase in the amount of the yard used. Here, line 7
in COMPACT depends on the fact that no other solution allo-
cates to a lower position than greedy approach does.
We have developed a one-to-one relationship between any
physical layout and the corresponding AL assignment. The
problem that remains now is one of finding the optimal AL
assignment.
IV. METAHEURISTICS
Over the last 20 years, metaheuristics have been widely and
increasingly used to solve complex combinatorial optimization
problems. The PYSOP is related to packing optimization, and
in particular, to 2-D packing where we have seen the applica-
tion of many metaheuristic approaches. Hopper and Turton [8]
have given a comprehensive review of metaheuristics applied
to 2-D packing problems and extensive references of works that
use metaheuristics for such packing problems. As we have men-
tioned, the PYSOP is different from these problems, but, as with
these, the complexity of the PYSOP suggest the use of meta-
heuristics which we employ in the following sections.
V. TABU SEARCH
One of the more successful metaheuristics developed and
used is TS first proposed by Glover in [9]. TS is a local search
heuristic that uses the best neighborhood move that is not
“tabu” active to move out from local optimum by incorporating
adaptive memory and responsive exploration [10]. By the
different usage of memory, TS has been classified into two
categories: TS with short-term memory (TSSTM) and TS with
long-term memory (TSLTM) [9], [11].
TSSTM is the simpler method, in which memory consists
of a tabu list. Such an adaptation is also known as a recency-
based TS. TSLTM, however, uses more advanced TS techniques
including intensification and diversification strategies [12]. The
TS implementation we use always terminates after a prescribed
number of nonimproving iterations.
A. Tabu Search With Short-Term Memory
The TSSTM implementation given here consists of two main
components: neighborhood search and the use of a tabu list. A
neighborhood solution can be obtained by swapping positions
within AL assignments. For example, [2, 3, 0, 1, 4] is a neigh-
borhood solution of [1, 3, 0, 2, 4] by swapping the positions of
1 and 2. However, after normalization, some swaps may be iden-
tical with the original AL assignment and are excluded from the
neighborhood for the sake of efficiency.
Solutions represented by AL assignments are sequences of
numbers where the cardinality of these sequences is the number
of requests made. Selected attributes that occur in solutions re-
cently visited are labeled tabu active and kept in tabu lists, and
solutions that contain tabu-active elements become tabu.
B. Tabu Search With Long-Term Memory
We implemented TSLTM in two phases: the diversification
and intensification phases. We used two diversification tech-
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niques: one randomly restarts and the other randomly picks a
subsequence and inserts it into a random position. For example,
[0, 1, 2, 3, 4] can be transformed into [0, 3, 2, 1, 4] if [2, 3]
is chosen as the subsequence and its reverse (or its original, if
random) is inserted back into the position in preceding 1. Inten-
sification is similar to that for the TSSTM. Moreover, TSLTM
uses a frequency-based memory by recording both residence
frequency and transition frequency of visited solutions. In im-
plementation, residence frequency is taken to be the number of
times is strictly less than in the selected solu-
tion, for any . The transition frequency is taken
as the sum of the improvements when is swapped with
where this sum can be positive or negative.
Diversification and intensification are interleaved, and during
either phase, the residence frequency and transition frequency is
updated according to the current selected solution. The objective
function has three contributors, besides the yard space length
required, both residence frequency and transition frequency are
used to evaluate solutions. Higher residence frequency indicates
that an attribute is more desirable. In contrast, a high transition
frequency can indicate that the associated attribute changes in
the solution because of its fine tuning function [9]. In this con-
text, the transition frequency can be interpreted as a measure of
volatility. The yard length required has the major impact on our
objective function. Residence frequency is the second most im-
portant contributor while transition frequency was not impactful
as found in our experiments.
VI. SIMULATED ANNEALING
SA [13]–[15] is a general optimization method which
stochastically simulates the cooling of a physical solid pro-
viding the algorithmic means for exploiting the connection
between thermodynamic behavior and the search for global
optima. A key feature is that it provides means to escape local
optima by allowing hill-climbing moves. We used the following
SA algorithm on the PYSOP.
Step 1) Choose an initial temperature and a random ini-
tial starting configuration . Set and define
the objective function (energy function) to be
and the cooling schedule to be .
Step 2) Propose a new configuration of the parameter
space, within a neighborhood of the current state ,
by setting for some random vector .




Step 4) Repeat Step 2 and 3 for of iterations, until it is
deemed to have reached the equilibrium.
Step 5) Lower the temperature by letting and
repeat Steps 2–4 until certain stopping criterion, for
our case , is met.
Due to the logarithmic decrement of , we set .
The energy function is defined as the length of the yard required
and the probability is the Boltzmann factor. The
Fig. 8. C-A-P cycle in SWO.
Fig. 9. Modified SWO with TS.
number of iterations is proportional to the input size and a
neighborhood is defined as in the TS algorithm.
VII. “SQUEAKY WHEEL“ OPTIMIZATION
SWO is a relatively newer heuristic. In SWO, introduced by
Joslin and Clements [16] and [17], and (see also [18] and [19]),
a construction algorithm first processes each element of a so-
lution in an order that is determined by priorities assigned to
each element based on certain criteria. The solution is then ex-
amined to determine which elements are positioned disadvanta-
geously. These elements are deemed to “squeak” because they
contribute negatively to the objective function of the solution.
These “trouble” elements are then advanced to the front in the
ordered priority list so that the construction algorithm handles
them earlier when the next solution is constructed. This process
of constructing, analyzing and reordering is repeated, producing
a variety of candidate solutions to the problem at hand. In fa-
vorable situations, near optimal or even optimal solutions can
be found with this procedure.
The basic approach in SWO is to form a construct-analyze-
prioritize (C-A-P) three-component cycle. The “constructor”
uses priorities assigned to construct a solution, employing a
greedy algorithm. The “analyzer” assigns a numerical value as a
“blame” factor to each element that has contributed to the short-
comings in the solution constructed in previous step. The “prior-
itizer” then modifies the priority list according the blame factor
assigned for each element, by moving elements with greater
blames to the front of the list.
In the SWO for the PYSOP, a greedy algorithm is used to
construct a solution according to certain priorities (initially ran-
domly generated) which is then analyzed to find the “trouble
makers,” i.e., those elements that, if improved, are likely to im-
prove the objective function value. The results of the analysis
are used to generate new priorities that determine the order in
which the greedy algorithm constructs the next solution. This
C-A-P cycle continues until a prescribed limit is reached or an
acceptable solution is found.
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Fig. 10. Results obtained by TS. Data Set: R117.
From another perspective, SWO can be viewed as operating
on two search spaces: the solutions and prioritizations spaces.
Successive solutions are only indirectly related through repri-
oritization that result from analyzing prior solutions. Similarly,
successive prioritizations are generated by constructing and an-
alyzing solutions.
Fig. 8 provides an illustration of the components of SWO
[16]. Information, including solutions and priorities are passed
around in the C-A-P cycle. The SWO approach was imple-
mented in our problem and gave good results. The system
initiates with a random solution, which is a random AL as-
signment given by the constructor. The normalization routine
is applied before the solution is passed to the analyzer, which
will evaluate the solution by applying the dropping routine. If
the best known result (yard length) is , then, a threshold
is set to be . The blame factor for each request is the
sum of the space requirements that exceed the threshold . All
the blame information is passed to the prioritizer, which is, in
our case, a priority queue. When the control is handed over
to the constructor again, it will delete the elements from the
priority queue and immediately drop them in to the yard. In
other words, the constructor works closely with the prioritizer
to generate new solutions according to the priorities. SLSs with
higher priority will be assigned smaller ALs. A tie is broken by
considering ALs in the previous assignment. After all SLSs are
assigned ALs, the latter are normalized. This tie breaker helps
avoid cycling in the search process and experiments showed
that the normalization routine plays a very important role in
SWO.
The performance of the SWO can be further improved if we
embed a “quick” TS technique, or a TSSTM into the SWO. We
denote this modified SWO algorithm by: . A flow-
chart illustrating this is shown in Fig. 9. Here, the constructor
will pass its solution to a TSSTM processor, which performs a
quick local search and then passes the local optimum to the an-
alyzer. Experiments show that this modification provides con-
siderable improvement over the original SWO approach.
VIII. GENETIC ALGORITHMS
GAs are search procedures that use the mechanics of natural
selection. The GA approach was first developed by Holland in
the 1970s [20]. A GA is an iterative procedure that consists of a
constant-size population of individuals, each one represented by
a finite string of symbols, known as the chromosome, encoding
a possible solution in a given problem space. This space, re-
ferred to as the search space, comprises all possible solutions to
the problem at hand. The symbol alphabet used is often binary,
though more and more other representations have been used re-
cently [21].
The classical binary representation is not suitable in PYSOP
which uses a list of ALs as solution representations. The solu-
tion space consists permutations of these numeric labels and a
binary representation of these will not provide any advantage.
In our approach, we adopted vector representations in which
the AL assignment is used directly as the chromosome in the
genetic evolution process. Two basic genetic operators used in
our approach are the crossover and mutation operators:
A. Crossover Operators
Using an AL assignment as the chromosome, we imple-
mented three crossover operators which are tailored to suit the
problem domain in the PYSOP. These are: classical crossover
with repair; partially-mapped crossover (PMX) and cycle
crossover.
The classical crossover operator builds offspring by ap-
pending the head from one parent with the tail from the other
parent, where the head and tail come from a random cut of the
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Fig. 11. Results obtained by SWO. Data Set: R117.
Fig. 12. Results obtained by SA. Data Set: R117.
parents’ chromosomes. A repair procedure may be necessary
after the crossover is effected [21].
PMX was first used in [22] to solve the traveling salesman
problem (TSP). We made several adjustments to accommodate
our chromosome (AL assignment) representation. The modified
PMX builds an offspring by choosing a subsequence of an AL
assignment from one parent and preserving the order and posi-
tion of as many ALs as possible from the other parent.
Original cycle crossover (CX) was proposed in [23], again
for the TSP problem. Our CX builds offspring in such a way
that each AL (and its position) comes from one of the parents.
Our experiments show that classical crossover and CX have
a stable but slow improvement rate while PMX demonstrates an
oscillating but fast convergence pattern. In later experiments,
the majority of crossovers were executed using PMX. Classical
crossover and CX are applied, but with lower probabilities.
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Fig. 13. Results obtained by the GAs. Data Set: R117.
Fig. 14. Results obtained by TS. Data Set: R145.
B. Mutation
Mutation is a well-established genetic operator which alters
one or more genes (parts of chromosomes) with a probability
equal to the mutation rate. There are several well-known muta-
tion algorithms which work well for different problems. These
are:
• inversion: invert a subsequence;
• insertion: select an AL and reinsert it into a random posi-
tion;
• displacement: select a subsequence and reinsert it into a
random position;
• reciprocal exchange: swap two ALs.
In fact, the inversion, displacement and reciprocal exchange
mutations are similar to our neighborhood solution and diversi-
fication techniques used in TS and SA in this study. Here, we
adopted a relatively low mutation rate of 1%.
The population size is set for most cases with the
evolution process starting with a random population. The pop-
ulation is sorted according to the objective function where the
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Fig. 15. Results obtained by SWO. Data Set: R145.
Fig. 16. Results obtained by SA. Data Set: R145.
better the quality, the higher the probability it will be selected
for reproduction. At each iteration, a new generation with popu-
lation size is produced and the better half, of size , survives
into the next iteration. This evolution process continues until the
stopping criterion is met.
IX. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Real data are not available due to their commercial sensitivity
and, even if available, may not be sufficiently challenging for the
solution techniques developed. Data sets generated for experi-
ments here overcome this inadequacy since they are designed
to be varied and more dense which makes it more difficult for
any algorithm to pack. We conducted extensive experiments on
randomly generated data.1 Given a specific yard, space requests
are generated to fill up the space. We randomly generated a se-
ries of SLSs. These SLSs grow (or remain the same) with time
and the rate of this growth is determined by a parameter taken
1All data files used in this work can be found at http://www.comp.
nus.edu.sg/~fuzh/YAP.
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Fig. 17. Results obtained by the GAs. Data Set: R145.
TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS (NAME OF DATA SET SHOWS NUMBER OF SLSs IN
FILE. LB: LOWER BOUND, STM: TSSTM, LTM: TSLTM, SWO: SWO, S+ T:
SWO COMBINED WITH STM, SA: SA, AND GA: GAs)
TABLE II
RUNNING TIME (SECONDS) FOR TABLE I
to be linear with time. SLSs are generated in two phases. In the
first phase, they are generated randomly. In the second phase,
we calculate a simple lower bound for each time slot and ad-
ditional SLSs’ are generated according to these lower bounds.
Figs. 10–17 provide the representation graphs for each of the test
cases and each contains one connected component—in other
Fig. 18. Physical layout of 117 SLSs (requests). Data Set: R117.
Fig. 19. Physical layout of 145 SLSs (requests). Data Set: R145.
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words, the test cases cannot be partitioned into more than one in-
dependent subcase. Because the problem involves sliding SLSs
and special constraints, we are able to determine only a simple
lower bound which is taken to be the sum of the space require-
ments at each time slot. Data sets used vary according to the size
of the yards and contain varying numbers of SLSs.
A. Parameter Tuning
Each of the previously-mentioned heuristic methods require
several input parameters, which need to be tuned carefully. Most
of the parameter settings we use are given in previous sections
according to each of the heuristic approaches. We usually select
the most cost-effective cutoff point of the performance curves.
Figs. 10–17 are provided so as to visualize certain parameter
tuning for the various heuristic algorithms we have implemented
and applied to the two data sets R117 and R145.
B. Results and Analysis
Table I gives the experimental results. Here, the method
GA outperforms all the other heuristics in all test cases by a
considerable margin. TSSTM has the simplest implementation
but gives the worst results. TSLTM provides improvement to
TSSTM but the level of improvement is not stable. We believe
one of the major difficulties with LTM is with the assignment
of the relative weights to yard length, residence frequency and
transition frequency in the objective function. SWO is rela-
tively easy to implement with comparable results to TSLTM.
Experiments show SWO has good diversification while TS is
good at intensification. The combination of the two methods
complement each other in which gives the best
results and are within 10% of the lower bound. SA is relatively
easy to implement giving results comparable to TSLTM. The
most successful approach, using a GA, gives the best results,
which are within 8% of the simple lower bound for most cases.
Average performance results are also given for all algorithms.
Table II shows the running time for each of the tests per-
formed in Table I on a Dual-CPU (Pentium III 800 MHz each)
Linux machine. It is clear that GA is the most time cost-effec-
tive approach.
An interesting finding from the experiments was that normal-
ization does not help TS and GA significantly; besides slowing
these down, it sometimes caused degenerate results. Although
normalization should cause the search process to be more fo-
cused, its side effects can outweigh its merits. However, nor-
malization does improve the performance of SWO greatly by re-
ducing the search space. When this happens, the search process
becomes more stable and focused.
Figs. 18 and 19 provide results obtained by GA for input file
R117 and R145.2 The heavily shaded SLSs contain the region
that is the densest.
X. CONCLUSION
In this work, we studied a basic port yard storage problem
that was motivated by logistics management needs at the Port of
2The graphical results with 200+ requests are too large to fit in, more graphs
can be found at the webpage mentioned in an earlier footnote.
Singapore. The PYSOP is NP-hard. As a first step to solution,
a geometrical representation of PYSOP was transformed into
a DAG for efficient manipulation. A normalization procedure
was proposed to guarantee a one-to-one relationship between
geometric layout and ALs, following which the optimal layout
optimization problem is transformed to a search for the optimal
AL assignment.
Several heuristic methods including TS, SA, SWO and GAs
were then applied with adaptations to suite the PYSOP. Exten-
sive experiments were conducted using data sets that were suf-
ficiently diverse and challenging and results show that the GA
approach achieves best results within relatively short times for
most cases. A combination of the traditional TS with the re-
cently-developed SWO also gives interesting results, although
these come short of the results using the GA approach. These
two methods outperformed all other heuristics by a margin of
10%. In all, we found solution techniques which give good so-
lutions to the PYSOP and are easily deployed to operational
situations.
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